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Child  &  Adolescent  Psychiatrist  
National  Media  Expert  
Speaker  /  Lecturer  
Digital  /  Technology  Consultant  
Author  of  Screen-‐Smart  Parenting  

Public  Speaking  &  Consulting  
Dr. Gold has lectured internationally for audiences of physicians,
educators, and parents in diverse settings. From conversations around
general psychiatry and mental health, to parenting, to developmental
milestones for children using digital technology, she is happy to work
with clients in identifying the strongest content for your group.

Technology  &  The  Digital  Landscape  
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helping Parents Navigate the Digital Landscape
Toddlers & Technology
The Right Age for Tech Tools
How Technology Affects Social & Emotional Learning
Cyberbullying
Sexting
Digital Kindness

Parenting  
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Emotional Roller Coaster of Modern Parenting
Child & Adolescent Pharmacology
Parenting & Divorce
Parenting & Attachment
Body Image & Self-Esteem
Depression & Suicide
Anxiety

General  Psychiatry  &  Mental  Health  
• Reproductive Psychiatry
• Psychotherapy of Anxiety
• Mood Disorders

C YBER   B ILL    OF   R IGHTS   
Technology is a privilege, not a right.
Technology is a tool, not an end point.
Your digital footprint begins at birth.
Privacy doesn’t exist in cyberspace.
The “delete” key should be
renamed the “archive” key.
Be kind online.
Be an upstander, not a bystander.
Don’t share your passwords
or personal information.
Get permission to join or download
new games or social media sites.
Limit technology in the bedroom.
Don’t sleep with your phone.
Create tech-free family times daily
(parents included!).
Your digital identity should reflect
your true identity.

screensmartparenting.com  
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Screen-‐Smart  Parenting  Highlights  
Even  for  today’s  most  tech-‐savvy  parents,  managing  
kids’  technology  use  is  a  huge  challenge  fraught  with  
uncertainties:
• In what capacity can screen time boost learning and
development, and what impact do parents' technology
habits have?
• At what age should certain technologies be integrated
into a child's life?
• How can kids and teens be protected and also learn to
be good digital citizens?

SCREEN-SMART PARENTING:
How to Find Balance and Benefit
in Your Child’s Use of Social
Media, Apps, and Digital Devices
By Dr. Jodi Gold

Publication Date: November 1, 2014
$14.00 US (Paperback)
ISBN-13: 978-1462515530

In her busy psychiatry practice – and while raising her own
kids – Dr. Gold witnesses the oft-surprising benefits and the
troubling downsides of technology. In her signature positive,
accessible approach, Screen-Smart Parenting gives a wealth
of practical strategies for navigating the digital frontier and
creating realistic, doable rules and expectations for the whole
family.
Combining the collected knowledge of pediatrics, psychiatry
and parenting, Dr. Gold examines how children can full
benefit from technology while minimizing the downsides. As
our digital landscape changes, parents are challenged to
answer questions never imagined previously; Screen-Smart
Parenting provides an essential blueprint for parents
navigating media use at every stage of their child’s
development.
Foreword by Tory Burch.

“Just as our mothers and fathers
worried about too much TV,
today’s parents worry about
their children getting lost in
cyberspace. With Screen-Smart
Parenting, Dr. Jodi Gold has
provided the milestone book
that will give important insights
to every parent.”
TORY BURCH
CEO, designer, mother of three

“No one understands the digital
landscape and its complex
presence in our children’s lives
better than Jodi Gold. As parents,
many of us are new to the digital
world, while our children are
naturals. This guide gives spot-on
strategies for closing that gap and
making the whole family’s approach
to technology effortless.”
HOLLY PHILLIPS, MD
CBS News Medical Contributor

“An essential read for any
parent or caretaker concerned
about the effects of our
children being constantly
plugged in. Dr. Gold provides
invaluable information and
guidance, and helps us feel
calmer and more comfortable
in these heretofore uncharted
waters.”
DEBRA MESSING
Actress & mother

Yes,  the  internet  can  make  your  kids  smarter,  happier  and  kinder:                        
    Dr.  Jodi  Gold  for    
As a child psychiatrist, I hear well-meaning parents
feeling bad about their digital choices for their children.
The goal is to make thoughtful and informed decisions
for your family and not passively float through the
digital sea. Since kids spend more time on technology
than sleeping or attending school, we need to make
sure that their digital journey makes them smarter,
happier and kinder.
Here are 5 positive messages to assist in digital
parenting:
1. A place to play: Play and exploration form the
cornerstone of early identity formation. If only I had a
nickel for every parent who bemoaned the “death of
play.” The real treasure of digital technology is that it
offers older children the opportunity for imaginative
play. In cyberspace, tweens and teens can create
avatars or alternate realities. Minecraft allows children
to play with blocks and create complicated structures
and worlds; it cultivates innovation, creativity and
patience (while most adults quickly lose patience with
its idiosyncratic design).
2. Apps that are good for the brain: Tech savvy
early educators agree that the touchscreen and tablet
revolution may be as important an educational
discovery as the chalkboard. There are myriad of
fantastic apps for kids ranging from 3 to 8 that focus
on literacy, writing and basic number sense. Older
children will grow intellectually from using technology
as a tool for creativity, presentation and discovery. Use
little kids apps and big kid programs as tools to
engage your children and cultivate them intellectually.
3. Does gaming prepare you for life? There is no
question that playing certain types of video games
cultivates fine motor and cognitive skills. They have
been found to improve metacognition, visual memory,
attention and concentration, response time
performance, and visual-spatial skills. Gamers will tell
you that they learn collaboration, teamwork and online
etiquette from their games. The challenge is
moderation. Take an interest in your child’s game of
choice and collaborate with your child to set
reasonable limits from the beginning.

4. Use social media for social change: Social media
is the perfect place to teach kindness, resilience and
digital citizenship. It is true that the anonymity of the
Internet allows easily for cyberbullying, but it also
makes it easier to stand up to bullies. Social media
offers tween and teens a place to make good choices
and skin their knees safely as they develop the
resilience and confidence needed to navigate their
world online and offline. They might not be able to do it
alone and can use their parents to find positive role
models and navigate sticky situations. If you are
involved in your child’s digital life, you can offer advice
on how to be kind online. Social media offers kids a
place for social change and parents an effective forum
to encourage kindness and citizenship.
5. Use social media to present your best self:
Teenagers who present their “best self” (not their fake,
perfect self) rate higher on measures of selfconfidence and self-esteem. If your teenager has good
social skills and self-esteem, social media can help
her to feel more connected and more understood. A
teenager’s online life can be become a calling card or
portfolio, showcasing their music online or write a
fashion blog. They can design games and write code
with kids from all over the world. The key is that your
online identity must mirror your true identity, and the
challenge is managing envy or becoming overly
focused on the number of friends or likes. Encourage
your teenagers to use digital technology to showcase
and explore their interests and passions.
Bonus benefit for parents:
Sometimes a teenager’s online identity is a window
into their soul. If you are concerned about your tween
or teenager, you may not need to look further than
Instagram, YouTube or Snapchat to recognize that
your child is in trouble. Generally the technology is not
the cause of the anger or isolation, but it is often the
outlet in which it is expressed. Taking an occasional
tour of your child’s digital identity may help you to
understand your tween/teenager better and take care
of them if they are in crisis.
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It’s remarkable that there aren’t free-standing brick-and-mortar stores with nothing but parenting books. Amazon lists more than 110,000 of them, and they’re in that unique class of books where buying one or five doesn’t
prevent you from buying another dozen. The experience of parenting is simultaneously so overwhelming yet so
individual and unique for each person that no single book could possibly capture the experience or meet all the
needs for even one person looking for guidance (or catharsis).
So regardless of what your current parenting home library looks like, I’m here to offer five suggestions to add
to it from an evidence-based science perspective, limited to those published in just the past year or two. One
of them is a bit cheeky, I’ll admit, because I coauthored and it’s not on shelves yet, but it seemed remiss not to
include it. I receive countless requests to review books and a couple dozen physical books in the mail each year,
and all the books I review here were provided as review copies. However, I’ve only included the ones I’ve had
time to read and found worthwhile.
Screen-Smart Parenting: How to Find Balance and Benefit in Your Child’s Use of Social Media, Apps, and
Digital Devices by Jodi Gold
As a pediatrician, Jodi Gold probably fields questions about TV, iPads, smartphones and other screen time questions daily. With three children of her own stretching from digital native to one old enough to remember when
the iPhone came out, she has also wrangled with these questions in her own home. The combination is what
makes her book smart, guilt-relieving and down-to-earth. You won’t find a Luddite here. In fact, a key message
running through her book is that you can’t fight technology — it’s here and it’s here to stay, so the key should be
finding healthy, balanced ways to engage with it and teaching those behaviors to your children. Of course, the
first step, she emphasizes from the start, is being honest with yourself about your own usage. She recommends
that each family log what technology and gadgets they use and how often so they can start there with developing
a plan that’s right for their family.
It’s rare to find a book — much less an evidence-based book — that offers something for parents of infants up
through teens, yet Screen-Smart Parenting does just that. Part two of the book is divided by ages: 0-2, 3-5, 6-8,
8-10, 11-14 and 15-18. From whether toddlers should play with iPhones to when a school-age child should get
their first phone to whether to follow your kids on social media to how to deal with cyber-bullying or sexting,
Gold covers a broad field aptly. She doesn’t shy away from tough topics — she addresses depression, anxiety and
suicide — but she never suggests that one solution is right for everyone. She also recognizes the limitations of
relying on evidence for a field changing so rapidly that her book was dated the day she typed her last word. She
summarizes what we know to date, how reliably we know it and the much bigger areas we need more research
in. But the attitude with which she approaches technology and parenting will not grow outdated. My children are
still young — the first in kindergarten — yet I can see myself referring back to this book well into their adolescence (and hopefully she’ll have a new edition by then!).

